[X-ray diffraction quantitative analysis with polynomial-fit method for polycrystalline materials].
The polynomial-fit method for XRD quantitative analysis of polycrystalline materials is presented in this paper, which combines a mathematic function model with computer technology. Based on the construction of diffraction peak mathematic function model, the XRD atlases from experiments were analyzed by means of polynomial whole pattern fitting to the spectral lines using computer software, then the integral intensities of every peak and weight percentages of each phase could be obtained accurately. This paper mainly includes three parts: 1. According to the fact that the diffraction atlases of mixture are weighted superposition of the powder diffraction atlases of each component and the weight factor of each component is relevant to its volume fraction or weight percentage, the theory of polynomial whole pattern fitting is constructed and the weight factor and weight percentage can be worked out. 2. Describe the method and procedure of data acquisition and analysis. 3. Discuss the result of quantitative analysis. The polynomial-fit method not only simplifies the process of data handling, but also increases the accuracy of analytical result.